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Abstract 

This research aimed to identify and investigate the most important issues with            
blockchain and blockchain-related technology which are potentially slowing down its          
adoption. A literature review was performed to identify and analyze issues in usability,             
security, scalability, regulations, and other relevant areas. A qualitative research based           
on semi-structured interviews with two groups of participants, end users and           
developers, was conducted and the collected data that were analysed with the thematic             
analysis method, revealed the most commonly experienced issues confirming many          
findings from the existing literature, while providing a more up to date understanding             
of some others. 
 
Keywords: blockchain, cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, usability, security, qualitative       
research, semi-structured interviews. 
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1. Introduction 

The Internet today is a ubiquitous, powerful and irreplaceable tool thanks to the             
ease of use, flexibility and approachability it offers for all kinds of participants, from              
private users, small businesses, or big organisations alike who can use the Internet the              
way they need. Similarly to how the Internet has empowered the average person by              
democratising access to information, blockchain may do the same by democratising           
interactions taking place within the society, and eliminating the need for mediators            
(Tapscott and Tapscott, 2016). Blockchain is a relatively new technology with the            
potential to significantly change the way the society works (Tapscott and Tapscott,            
2016). On the surface, it is just another type of transcript of records; a database.               
However, the fundamental advantage blockchain introduces for the organisations and          
individuals is the ability to democratise interactions between them. With blockchain,           
there is no need for a third party responsible for coordination and verification of those               
interactions, which traditionally have long been existing in our society, like           
governments or banks. Instead, blockchain itself is fulfilling this role (Mainelli and            
Smith, 2015). In consequence, blockchain can function as “the source of truth” for             
almost any kind of activity system. In other words, people can be confident that              
interactions between them are recorded in a form of a public, verifiable, immutable             
history, with no possibility for anyone, neither the participants, nor observers, not even             
governments, to control, conceal, reject or alter it.  

 
The characteristics of blockchain make it potentially very beneficial for the individual            
and may have significant consequences for the society (Al-Saqaf and Seidler, 2017).            
The first and the most well known practical application of blockchain technology is             
Bitcoin, a form of digital currency used for financial transactions without banks            
(Tapscott and Tapscott, 2016). However, the technology itself has much more potential            
than merely serving as store or value or payment mechanism (Romano and Schmid,             
2017). The implications of this technology, although starting to be more tangible, are             
still only crystallizing themselves, with some experts believing we are about the see             
the birth of technology as revolutionary as the Internet itself. But since it is a new                
technology, users are not generally aware how to use it in optimal way, or even what                
can it be used for.  
 
Blockchains are becoming more popular, with an exponential growth of awareness in            
2017 as Bitcoin led the entire cryptocurrency market to new highs. However, many             
researchers report a number of issues that emerge when investigating user           
perspectives. Tapscott and Tapscott (2016) state that many users find blockchains           
confusing and complicated and Crosman’s (2016) research concludes that although          
blockchain design is based on mathematical principles that make it statistically           
improbable to cheat it, as the user adoption increases, so does the amount reports of               
stolen blockchain wallets and various types of attacks on blockchain transactions. The            
awareness of security issues among blockchain users is dangerously low. Baur et al.             
(2015) and Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016) all attempt to identify adoption challenges            
of blockchain, in particular in relation to usability and security. 
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I argue that blockchain ecosystems created so far have little chance on reaching their              
full potential, unless usability issues are solved and people start finding blockchain            
more intuitive and approachable. 
 

1.1. Purpose Statement and Research Questions 

The aim of this research is to verify the issues that exist in blockchain from the                
perspective of end users as well as professionals involved in design of            
blockchain-related software and verify the perspectives of those two groups are           
aligned. The research was conducted in cooperation with users and professionals           
involved in development of various blockchains and blockchain-related software. 
 
In order to keep the research focused and efficient, the practical aim is to answer the                
research questions formulated as following: 
 

1. What issues do end users and developers perceive in the current use of 
blockchains? 

2. How do developers of blockchain-related software perceive the problems users 
are facing? 

 

1.2. Topic Justification 
Risius and Spohrer (2017), in their paper on a blockchain research framework,            

have identified several research areas in blockchain body of knowledge where           
relatively little work has been done so far. In particular, they state: 
 

“Users and society Questions [...] address how users perceive and interact with            
different blockchain characteristics. As a key topic, research needs to provide           
insights on why people use the technology and what features enhance or            
constrain its dissemination among the society.” (Risius and Spohrer, 2017,          
p.390). 

 
Also, Yli-Huumo et al (2016). in their systematic research identified blockchain           
usability as a research gap. This research is designed to fill in some of those areas, and                 
by doing so, contribute to the blockchain body of knowledge. 
 
Blockchain based systems have the potential to be one of the most powerful, promising              
and exciting concepts at the forefront of technological innovation and Informatics, and            
have the potential to affect numerous sectors, including finance, healthcare, supply           
chain management, and of course, information systems, for the benefit of organisations            
and people using them (Boucher et al., 2016). This research will help both researchers              
and practitioners acquire better understanding of the technology and the impact it may             
have on their life and the functioning of their organisations. 
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1.3. Scope and Limitations 

Blockchains and related technologies are becoming more widespread with         
numerous companies exploring the applicability of them in various use cases and            
situations. This research is focused on identifying issues users of this relatively new             
technology are facing. The research questions are designed to help in this task by              
attempting to verify how do end users perceive the issues with the current use old               
blockchains, and how do developers of blockchain related software perceive the           
problems users are facing. In order to answer the research questions, a deep             
understanding of the current issues with blockchain is required. Considering the factual            
state described in previous chapter, analysing the prior work done by other researchers             
may not be sufficient to acquire a complete, up to date view, in particular because the                
pace of development and changes within the area is very high. Although the outcomes              
of this research cannot be generalized, since they reflect the users’ and developers’             
views working at, or cooperating with, their respective organisations, it is expected that             
they will contribute to the blockchain body of knowledge by providing additional            
perspective on the most important issues users are facing. 
 

1.4. Thesis structure 

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, foundational blockchain              
concepts and its the potential influence on organisations and societies are presented.            
The literature is reviewed for known issues of blockchain based systems. In Chapter 3,              
the research setting is described, with philosophical tradition guiding it and           
methodological approach chosen for the investigation. Then, methods for data          
collection are described, in particular with the selection criteria and interview           
procedure. Continuing, the data analysis methods are presented, together with validity,           
reliability and ethical considerations. Empirical findings are presented in Chapter 4,           
where the themes are identified and described, followed by the discussion in the             
Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusions, contribution to research, and suggestions for future            
research are presented in Chapter 6.  
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2. Literature Review 

Blockchain is a form of decentralized, distributed, transparent record of          
transactions, correctness of which is assured by a cryptographic consensus algorithm           
(Boucher et al., 2017). Numerous blockchains exist, with Bitcoin being the first and             
the most well known. They share some similar characteristics, while introducing           
distinct innovations or improvements in attempt to fit in specialised, niche use cases             
(Kelly, 2015). 
 
One of the most important property of blockchains is that they shift control over daily               
interactions away from central parties, redistributing power among its users (Boucher           
et al., 2017). Despite the common belief of the general public and somewhat bad fame               
Bitcoin received as being used for criminal activities, most blockchains are actually            
transparent and do not offer anonymity or privacy (Kosba et al., 2015). Similarly, the              
considerable amount of hype and speculation causing the volatile price behaviour of            
Bitcoin have rendered them as highly risky, dangerous financial instruments (Al-Saqaf           
and Seidler, 2016). Those are, however, unfair judgements that eclipse the actual            
impressive potential of the blockchain technology itself and the amount of innovation            
that is being made by the developers of various blockchains. The list of interesting              
applications of blockchains is long and includes high impact use cases, like peer             
banking services, digital asset registries or identity management, and can serve as a             
leapfrog technology for global financial inclusion of currently unbanked parts of the            
world (Swan, 2017) . 
 
Despite the big leap in general public awareness of Bitcoin and other blockchains that              
have taken place in 2017, market penetration of blockchain based systems is still low              
(Baur et al., 2015). Nair and Cachanosky (2017) argue the network effect is one of the                
reasons. It is hard to justify the cost of switching from existing solutions if their value                
is proportional to the level of user adoption. Any new solution, even if technologically              
superior, will be less attractive than the already popular one. However, he points out              
that in case of blockchain, a private net benefit exists which makes adoption attractive              
even without the network effect in play, as cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin carry inherent             
value already today (Nair and Cachanosky, 2017). 
 
Several models have been used in literature to analyse and explain blockchain            
adoption. Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016) have used Technology Acceptance Model          
as a theoretical framework for the research, where they collected users’ impressions on             
blockchain’s perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and perceived risks. Wang           
(2016) applied Capability Maturity Model which defines technology maturity by four           
indicators: networks, information systems, computing methodologies, and security and         
privacy. Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) have proposed a framework for blockchain           
adoption, which identifies four stages: single use, localisation, substitution, and          
transformation. Today’s blockchain applications belong mostly to the first two, and           
since according to Iansiti and Lakhani, blockchain is a foundational (and not a             
disruptive) technology, a complex set of technological, governance, organisational, and          
societal barriers will have to be overcome at once before blockchain can reach the              
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transformation stage (Iansiti and Lakhani, 2017). Further literature review with aid of            
the aforementioned frameworks allowed to identify issues impeding blockchain         
adoption. 
 
The first major set of issues regards security, centralisation and privacy. In contrary to              
common belief, blockchain transactions do not guarantee privacy (Zheng et al., 2017).            
According to Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016), privacy leakage is a problem for many             
blockchains, in particular ones supporting smart contracts (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016). It            
is possible to track down sender and/or receiver of a transaction, even in some              
privacy-oriented blockchains like Monero (Li et al., 2017). On the other hand, security             
can be analysed from two distinct perspectives: of entire blockchain system, or of end              
user perspective. Research from several independent authors raises concerns resulting          
from blockchain design which are difficult to mitigate, like the 51% attack,            
(Yli-Huumo et al., 2016; Park, 2017; Li et al., 2017), or double transaction (Park,              
2017; Li et al., 2017). According to Park (2017), centralisation of mining power can              
compromise the network, since organisation controlling 51% of it, and in some            
scenarios as low as 25%, can realise illegal gain or otherwise affect the network. Swan               
(2017) points out that currently majority of mining is concentrated in China, while             
Giungato et al. (2017) argue blockchain design favors most powerful miners. Zheng et             
al. (2017) describe a phenomenon called selfish mining, in which precise timing of a              
rogue miner can result in unproportional rewards. Various blockchains attempt to           
address those issues in different ways, mainly by modifying consensus algorithm, but            
each solution has its own problems and is a compromise between security, scalability,             
privacy and usability (Zheng et al.,  2017). 
 
Research identifies a whole array of security issues from end user perspective. In order              
to make use of a blockchain, special software has to be installed, called wallets (Swan,               
2015). According to Park (2017), wallet security is a big concern. Since in blockchain              
ecosystem there is no central body responsible for security of sensitive information            
(like banks in traditional finance), this becomes a responsibility of the wallet owner.             
Wallet security is based on public-key cryptography (Folkinshteyn and Lennon, 2016),           
in which private key have to be known only to the owner. As several researchers point                
out, end users often do not know how to protect the private key (Park, 2017; Li et al.,                  
2017). In particular, because of the popularity and convenience of mobile devices,            
mobile wallets are especially at risk, as they are targeted by hackers that use malware               
in order to steal the private key, while more secure types of wallets, that are               
disconnected from the Internet, called cold wallets, are much more difficult to            
configure and use (Park, 2017). Furthermore, according to Li et al. (2017) some             
algorithms used to generate private keys do not provide sufficient randomness           
guarantees. Finally, Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016) points out the lack of multi factor             
authentication in blockchain security design as another problem. 
 
Some end user security concerns outside of wallet security also exist. Many            
researchers highlight the exchanges security and hacking scandals as impeding          
adoption (Swan, 2017; Park, 2017; Folkinshteyn and Lennon, 2016; Yli-Huumo et al.,            
2016; Iansiti and Lakhani; 2017). According to Yli-Huumo et al. (2016), many            
blockchain users have been victims to various scams, like ponzi schemes or other             
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pyramid schemes. Furthermore, researchers agree that software vulnerabilities and         
bugs are scaring users away (Al-Saqaf and Seidler, 2016; Park, 2017; Li et al., 2017). 
 
Another set of issues and challenges that have been identified regards the realm of              
usability and accessibility. According to Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016), blockchains          
are not easy to use, since user error (for example, losing the wallet private key) can                
lead to making funds unrecoverable. Existing blockchain ecosystems are complicated,          
with difficult to use wallets (Baur et al., 2015), complex user interfaces (Al-Saqaf and              
Seidler, 2016), and hard to understand basics (Swan, 2017). According to Al-Saqaf and             
Seidler (2016), since users prefer convenience, current state of things is having            
negative impact on user adoption. Furthermore, blockchain accessibility is low (Baur           
et al., 2015), and good Internet connection is required, because of considerable file size              
of blockchain that needs to be downloaded, which is indirectly excluding some regions             
of the world (Al-Saqaf and Seidler, 2016). Updating blockchain is also problematic,            
since it requires acceptance by the majority of miners (Wang, 2016). As a result,              
polarising changes often cause creation of two distinct blockchains, an event referred            
to as forking, which adds to overall confusion (Zheng et al., 2017). The usability of               
blockchain suffers several more problems. According to Iansiti and Lakhani (2017),           
users lack understanding of what blockchain can be used for. Nair and Cachanosky             
(2017) highlight the general lack of incentives to spend Bitcoin. Moreover, price            
volatility of cryptocurrencies prevents them from being used for reasons other than            
market speculation (Baur et al., 2015; Al-Saqaf and Seidler, 2016). 
 
Researchers have found major issues concerning standardisation and regulation.         
Several authors, like Wang (2016) or Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016), confirm that            
lack of common standards is preventing user adoption. According to Al-Saqaf and            
Seidler (2016), high fragmentation of blockchain ecosystems is problematic, as more           
than a thousand blockchain projects exist. Park (2017) highlights the fact that each             
blockchain may potentially have its own security vulnerabilities which should be           
verified. Additionally, unclear regulatory and legislative stance of blockchains is also a            
challenge (Al-Saqaf and Seidler, 2016) and government regulation is needed (Swan,           
2017). Most researchers agree that the risk of illicit association of blockchain            
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin being used for illegal activities is a factor scaring users             
off (Giungato et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Baur et al., 2015; Al-Saqaf and Seidler,                
2016). Besides, lack of common guidelines and regulations makes it difficult to adopt             
blockchain and integrate it with existing systems (Wang, 2016), as doing so carries             
high risk of business failure (Folkinshteyn and Lennon, 2016). Being a cutting edge             
technology, blockchain leaves potential adopters with many unanswered questions, as          
user training is insufficient (Baur et al., 2015). Wang (2016) mentions general lack of              
experience in maintenance of blockchain systems as a challenge, while Folkinshteyn           
and Lennon (2016) point out that security know-how requirement is high for new             
blockchain projects. 
 
As blockchains gain adoption and grow in size, developers will have to address             
challenges of scalability and the problem of computational inefficiency. The most           
commonly used consensus algorithm, called Proof of Work, relies on miners           
performing complex computations in order to verify transactions and receive rewards           
in form of cryptocurrency (Zheng et al., 2017). This incentive-based design is critical             
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blockchain, yet according to many researchers, including Swan (2017), Wang (2016),           
Giungato et al. (2017) and Zeng (2017) is inefficient both in terms of electrical energy               
consumed as well as storage space requirements, and cannot scale to levels necessary             
for mainstream adoption. While several other consensus algorithms are proposed in           
attempt to mitigate aforementioned limitations, some of them, like Proof of Stake, have             
their own set of problems (Zheng et al., 2017). 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Philosophical Tradition 

According to Myers (1997), interpretivism states social realities are not given,           
instead they are created by humans through their actions and social constructs. Hence,             
the social reality cannot be measured objectively. Instead, the studied phenomena can            
only be interpreted with respect to the context it is occuring in. The role of the                
researcher in this philosophical tradition is significant, since his or her prior beliefs,             
values, and assumptions influence the interpretation (Myers, 1997). In consequence,          
the study may not be easily repeatable by other researchers nor results can be always               
generalised. 
 
I have chosen interpretive paradigm for this research because, according to Klein and             
Myers (1999), it is advantageous for research that attempts to understand phenomena            
by examining its social construct. According to Boland (1991), the philosophy           
focusing on understanding instead of prediction is well suited for an area with             
relatively little prior research and theoretical development. 
 

3.2. Methodological Approach 

In qualitative research strategy, the main aim is to understand human actions in             
complex social contexts (Myers and Avison, 2002). According to those researchers, it            
is the appropriate method for understanding people in cultural context they live in. The              
meaning of experiences is constructed by the human participants in interactions           
between each other. According to Creswell (2014), the phenomena is recorded and            
interpreted by the researcher, and as such, is subjective, and replication is not             
necessarily anticipated. Qualitative studies focus on exploration and description of          
observed social context, allowing for in-depth analysis and understanding of systems           
from the points of view of the users (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005). 

 

3.3. Methods for Data Collection 

The data collection process was based on interviews. During the course of May             
2018, six people have been interviewed in total, some of which were new blockchain              
users only beginning to discover the technology, experienced users with considerable           
knowledge about blockchain, as well as people professionally involved in design and            
development of blockchains. The interviews have taken around 50 minutes on average,            
with the longest one taking up to an hour and a half. 
 
The geographical location of participants is undefined as interviews have been           
undertaken on distance. The reason for it is that the organisations of the participants              
are in many cases distributed, with people all around the world. One of the              
characteristics of the blockchain projects is that the majority of them are open source,              
and participants communicate openly by the means of online discussion boards and            
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collaboration tools. I used those means of communication to approach the potential            
participants. The interviews themselves have been conducted through Skype or a           
phone call. In some cases, scheduling was problematic, because of time difference, and             
required more than one attempt and rescheduling. 
 
3.3.1. Participants and Selection Criteria 

Participants are sourced from the official discussion boards of various          
blockchain projects, including Bitcoin and the Ethereum Foundation. They are asked to            
fill in a short volunteer application form (Appendix A.1), in which they are introduced              
to the research interview process, and asked several questions designed to help            
evaluate their experience with subject matter and their suitability for the research.            
Question 1 is designed to probe the prior exposure to blockchain technology and can              
be answered by choosing one or more of the available options. Question 2 is designed               
to measure the experience level of the participant, and is answered by choosing only              
one of the available options. 
 
The selection criteria is applied to all respondents. First, non-users (who claim to not              
have used blockchain) are rejected. Next, since the aim of this research is to interview               
people from three different groups (new users, experienced users, and developers),           
answers for the questions below are going to be used to categorise the respondents into               
those groups. 
 
Interviews have been scheduled and performed in an ongoing fashion with participants            
who fulfill the selection criteria. During the course of performing the interviews, the             
criteria and application form were being adjusted as needed depending on what was             
learnt from already performed interviews about the research problem, in order to            
achieve data saturation. Table 3.1 presents an overview of experience with blockchain            
technology of each of the participants. 
 
 

Table 3.1. Participants’ experience with blockchain technology 
 

Participant Experience with blockchain technology Since 

User A Bitcoin user; occasional trader 3 years 

Developer A Developer of a blockchain platform; developer of 
blockchain related services; developer of smart 
contracts 

5+ years 

User B Cryptocurrency user; trader; mining Bitcoin; studying 
blockchain related theories; some exposure of 
development of blockchain related products 

5+ years 

Developer B Cryptocurrency trader; developer of a blockchain 
platform; developer of smart contracts 

2 years 
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Developer C Developer of blockchain related tools 5+ years 

User C User; trader 1 year 

 
 
3.3.2. Interview Procedure 

The interviews have been based on a set of questions identified during            
literature review. The questions address all potential usability issues with blockchain           
technology relevant to the research topic found in literature. The interviews were            
conducted in a semi-structured fashion, meaning the exact questions asked did vary to             
a degree, depending on the course of the particular interview and responses given by              
the interviewee. The interviews have been conducted in English. 
 
Six interviews have been performed. All interviews have been conducted remotely,           
four of them through Skype, and two through a phone call. The interview guide              
(attachment A.2) has been used to make sure the interview stays on topic and covers               
all areas of interest. All interviews have been started by a presentation of the research               
aim and explanation of the participants’ rights and confidentiality. The interviews have            
been transcribed and/or extensive notes have been taken.  
 

3.4. Methods of Data Analysis 

Interviews were transcribed and, if participant allowed, audio recorded. The          
raw data generated by the interviews was then analysed according to “the three C’s”              
approach (codes, categories, concepts), as described by Lichtman (2009). Based on           
this technique, the following process have been performed (Figure 3.1): 
 

1. Initial coding of the transcripts of interviewee’s responses. Parts of the           
transcription were labeled with codes. The initial coding list generated this way            
was considerably long, in order to avoid introducing bias. 

2. Evaluation and adjustment of the coding labels. As new interviews have           
been conducted and new data have become available, all labels were revisited            
and compared with each other, with the goal of removing duplicates and            
identify the most useful ones for further analysis. The results of coding can be              
seen in attachment A.4. 

3. Initial categorisation of the coding labels. Already during the coding process,           
the main categories have been identified by clustering similar labels, with           
paying special attention to the research questions this work is aiming to answer             
and making sure the categories are in line with them. 

4. Evaluation and adjustment of the categories. Identifying categories in an          
ongoing fashion made it possible to adjust the selection criteria for the            
remaining interviews in order to help answer the research questions and           
achieve data saturation. 

5. Initial themes. Themes can be defined as patterns in data sets, which being             
connected to the research questions, give insights to the problem topic. As            
more interviews were conducted and analysed, the patterns started to emerge           
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naturally and repeat between them. The concepts deemed helpful for answering           
the research questions were the primary focus of this step. 

6. Evaluation of the themes. After the amount of data generated by the            
interviews was saturated and the emerging themes satisfactory, the last step           
was to reorganise themes in order to eliminate the redundant ones and provide a              
coherent list. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Data analysis process 
 
The identified themes are listed and described in detail in Chapter 4. The interviews              
have been conducted following the interview guide, which was constructed with regard            
to the research questions and aim. Following the interviews have been transcribed, and             
coding have been performed. Next step involved defining categories, which have been            
based on the research questions. Finally, the last step included defining concepts            
(themes), which also were closely coupled with the research questions. Appendices           
A.4 and A.5 provide additional details on the codes occurred from each interview the              
identified categories. 
 

3.5. Validity and Reliability 

Given this is a qualitative study, ensuring validity of the research is going to              
focus on showing the arguments are well founded, and not necessarily whether or not              
they generalise to a larger group. Validity is considered from two perspectives, internal             
validity and external validity. The internal validity is addressed by increasing the            
credibility of findings. Some interview questions have been designed to cross check            
each other and highlight conflicting responses of a participant. Recorded raw data is             
going to be used for checking for distortions and revising conclusions as more data              
become available. 

 
External validity is going to be addressed by detailed descriptions of the participants             
and settings. Findings could be tested by other researchers in other settings, but this              
research will be conducted in its specific context, and the results cannot be generalized              
until tested. In order to achieve reliability, coding of the raw data will be used. The                
coding scheme will be introduced in this chapter and updated during and after data              
collection. 
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Adequacy is addressed by controlling the number of participants and amount data            
collected in order to achieve saturation. Appropriateness is addressed by adjusting           
participants’ selection criteria as more data become available in order to help achieving             
saturation, instead of choosing at random. Also, multiple sources of data may be             
obtained if their availability becomes apparent during the research. 
 

3.6. Ethical Considerations 

As the quality and integrity of this research is for the utmost importance, I did               
strive to stay neutral in all my doings. I did put great effort to minimise the bias                 
introduced to research results. I do not have any prior affiliation with any of the               
organisations represented by the interviewees. Any participation in the research was           
voluntary, confidential and anonymous. The participants were be informed and asked           
to sign an informed consent form where the purpose of the study, the researcher’s              
identity, the way that the data would be used, and their rights before, during and after                
the interviews was declared. 
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4. Empirical Findings 

In this chapter the empirical findings will be presented. Five themes emerged out of the               
thematic data analysis of the interviews, and they are the following:  
 

1. Trustless design 
2. Entry barriers (knowledge, fraud, fragmentation, regulation) 
3. Security vs ease of use 
4. Security vs sustainability 
5. Cryptocurrency trading vs adoption 

 
The themes are described in a random order, and quotes are used to illustrate the               
participants’ thoughts and opinions. The participants’ names are not used. Instead, they            
are referred to as User A, User B, or Developer A, Developer B, and so on, based on                  
their experience with blockchain. 
 

Theme 1: Trustless design 

One of the most immediately apparent themes occuring in the interviews is the             
belief and emphasis participants have put on the aspect of blockchain design which is              
the most important according to them: the elimination of a need for a third party to                
trust. One of the users, User A said:  

 
“I think the most interesting application for the blockchain technology is to            
remove the need of trusting other parties. In an environment where all the             
interested parties can review and validate everything that happened using state           
of the art methods cheating is completely impossible, and hence no trust is             
required between parties.” 

 
Similar opinion has been expressed by the developers as well. Developer A said: 
 

“The biggest problem with blockchains are people who don't understand them           
as an agent of trust and decentralization.” 

 
The importance of understanding that blockchain is an agent of decentralization was            
apparent also for the Developer B, who stated that:  
 

“Decentralization is a requirement for using a blockchain in a meaningful           
way.” 

 
Furthermore, some of the participants have expressed their worries about the existence            
of many companies operating in blockchain sphere who are building products and            
services which reintroduce centralisation and, in effect, the need for trust, and by doing              
so defeat the purpose of using blockchain in the first place, since centralized             
blockchain is merely a slow and expensive database. In particular, User A expressed             
his / hers strong opinion on this topic:  
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“The biggest problem I see in blockchains is that the technology was initially             
designed to create a decentralized and distributed database. Everyone being          
able to validate its data on their own is crucial to keep the security of a                
blockchain. If any party is forced to trust someone to tell for them if the data is                 
valid then you just get a really expensive to maintain database that is no more               
secure than MySQL.” 

 
Another one of the users, User B, was of similar opinion: 
 

“Mining is getting ... centralized. Larger companies like Coinbase are causing           
some centralization as well.” 

 
In general, both developers and users were aware of the importance of blockchain’s             
decentralized design and the trust free environment it creates. Some participants have            
expressed concerns about various companies violating this benefit by reintroducing          
centralization. 
 

Theme 2: Entry barriers 

A high level of participants’ technical prowess was apparent in most interviews, in             
particular in how they described their first encounter of blockchain, as it often involved              
actions most people would not do (for example, setting up Bitcoin mining). Entry             
barriers are still high, and participating in the decentralized blockchain networks to a             
higher degree than merely holding cryptocurrencies is still reserved for the most            
determined and motivated. For example, Developer A said:  
 

“More than 5 years ago I tried to sync a network node and became frustrated               
by resource consumption.” 

 
Similarly, Developer C describes his / hers first encounter with blockchain as a quite              
unpleasant experience: 
 

“Few years ago in my studio I tried downloading the client and running it,              
getting frustrated with the syncing and having the faucet send me Bitcoin.” 

 
Since blockchain aims to eliminate the need to trust any particular third party, it is               
important to understand how blockchain works to be able to trust it can deliver the               
guarantees it promises. Some of the participants explicitly mentioned they have spent a             
significant amount of time educating themselves on theory behind blockchain before           
they could comprehend what can it be used for. One of the users, User A, said:  
 

“At the beginning is a bit difficult to understand the math behind everything,             
but since I really had interest in it I didn't have any problems in doing my own                 
research.” 

 
What is more, several other entry barriers have been mentioned by the interviewees. It              
seemed to be a common opinion of the participants that the blockchain sphere is              
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characterised by a high level of scams pretending to be blockchain startups, trying to              
use its popularity and the general lack of understanding of this domain to create ponzi               
schemes to take advantage of unaware people. For example, User A said: 
 

“I have never been a victim of such [scams], but I think they are a big concern.                 
It's hard to make people learn that everything that has the word ‘ blockchain’              
or ‘ICO’ on it is not gold.“ 

 
The scams are particularly effective on ignorant victims. One of the developers,            
developer A, was not content about the level of knowledge among the investors active              
on the cryptocurrency market, which is characterised by a high level of speculation             
fueled with hype artificially generated by blockchain projects having no product to            
show. She/he said:  
 

“Most investors have no idea what they are investing in. [Lack of] knowledge             
is a problem.” 

 
Another one of the developers, Developer C, was quick to confirm the similar point of               
view, by saying:  
 

“The market needs to become more educated. We are in this mess because             
people are not allowed to fail.” 

 
Some other participants believe the problem is magnified by the fact hundreds of             
blockchain projects exist, most of which do not contribute anything to the ecosystem.             
Although the participants did not describe this fact as confusing, some of them             
highlighted it may be so, for the newcomers in particular. User A said: 
 

“... there are too many cryptocurrencies which serve little to no purpose. Many             
… implement small useless changes ... that make them almost unusable, ...,            
many are scams where the creator premines lots of coins before releasing it,             
then sells them in a ICO promising they will go up in value. I think it is                 
definitely both confusing and overwhelming for any new user.” 

 
Finally, three interviewees stated that the lack of regulations may be fostering this             
situation and slowing down adoption, although they expressed their worries about the            
risk of too restrictive / abusive regulations that, if introduced by uninformed            
politicians, could slow down growth even further. One of the users, User A, expressed              
a strong opinion about this issue: 
 

“... cryptocurrencies which make use of a blockchain should be regulated to            
prevent tax evaders and / or money laundering. But I am deeply concerned that              
politicians are not well-informed enough about Bitcoin and the blockchain          
technology and could apply additional unnecessary restrictions that slow down          
the growth of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.” 

 
Also some of the developers were not particularly fond of government regulations.            
Developer C said: 
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“Governments can regulate their fiat currencies... they can't do anything with           
Bitcoin. Math is much more trustworthy than politicians.” 

 
Another one of the developers, Developer A, was eager to remind that not all              
governments are equally concerned about the wellbeing of their citizens, and letting            
them have a say in how blockchains are used, may be the opposite of what the society                 
should aim for. She/he stated:  
 

“... evading abusive governmental regulations has value.” 
 
This adds to the complicated situation of blockchains and many entry barriers anyone             
entering this sphere is exposed to. 
 
Overall, the first time experience of the participnts confirms that there are some entry              
barriers making it harder for new users to start their journey with blockchain based              
products and services. Lack of clear entry level documentation and guides, together            
with a sprawling ecosystem of cryptocurrencies makes it hard to understand how to use              
them, and makes it necessary for new users to already possess technical prowess and              
interests in order to start with blockchain.  
 

Theme 3: Security vs ease of use 

The majority of participants have expressed their concern about security, and have            
demonstrated a varied level of understanding of security related topics and best            
practices. One of the users, User A, seemed reasonably well versed in basic security              
principles, and said:  
 

“I always keep my coins in a wallet for which I, and only I, know the private                 
keys, encrypted with a secure password. I think it's easy to keep them secure by               
just applying common security practices. I am not concerned about my wallet            
security, the security of the desktop and mobile wallets I used has so far proven               
good.” 

 
Developer A was more strict about his / hers security protocols, stating the preference              
for using cold wallets:  
 

“Everyone should sign transactions offline from an air gapped device.” 
 
User B on the other hand, did not seem particularly worried about security, being              
convinced that the software she/he is using is designed with a satisfying level of              
security mechanisms: 
 

“I’m not concerned about security, there are too many safety nets in place.” 
 
Some developers were of similar opinion. For example, Developer B said: 
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“I'm not concerned at all about bugs affecting my wallet. The security is             
provided by myself, and math. You minimize risk by having your keys on             
objects that never touch the internet.” 

 
Yet, other participants expressed their lack of confidence in their own ability to take              
care of security of their wallets. User C stated that: 
 

“I'm just not educated in phone security. They seem safe, but I just don't know               
how phones work. I don’t talk about my Bitcoins with strangers.” 

 
The interviewees’ approach to mitigating security risks and preventing the risk of theft             
included standard security practices (keeping secrets in an inaccessible, preferably          
offline, locations; using strong passwords) as well as more subjective approaches, like            
verifying reputation of wallet developers. One of the developers, developer B,           
confirmed his / hers opinion expressed earlier by saying: 
 

“Best practice means wallet security is irrelevant. Security of blockchain is           
better than banks.” 

 
Another common security related theme present in several interviews is concerning the            
balance between security of software products and their intuitiveness. As stated by a             
few technically inclined interviewees, a secure software system by definition has to be             
inconvenient to use. It has been pointed out in several interviews that security is              
dependent on users themselves, and not only on how well wallets are designed and              
implemented. In particular, the developers seemed convinced about this reasoning.          
Developer A said:  
 

“Creating artificial difficulty to access cold storage is an important security           
mechanism.” 

 
Another developer, Developer C, said:  
 

“I do update my wallets, and because it's secure, it's not convenient. Security             
and convenience are mutually exclusive.” 

 
Developer B was even more resourceful about accepting inconvenience in order to            
increase security:  
 

“I minimize the risk by checking my raw transacting output before           
broadcasting signed transactions. Security comes from people, not wallets.” 

 
In general, all participants were aware that adequate security practices are necessary            
when using blockchain based products and services, like cryptocurrencies, and lack of            
them can cause serious consequences, like a risk of losing funds. Most participants             
have demonstrated decent knowledge of security best practices, and are aware of the             
usability compromises that a good security design has to force. However, some users             
have shown a nonchalant approach to security concerns. 
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Theme 4: Security vs sustainability 

According to a few knowledgeable participants, secure and trustless design of           
blockchain requires several compromises to work. Similarly to the compromise of           
intuitiveness, another one is sustainability. Most interviewees agreed that the way           
many blockchains are designed, puts a requirement of a significant amount of energy             
to run the network. One of the users, user A, said:  
 

“Blockchain implementations are definitely something that is not easy to scale.           
The first solution ... would be to increase the block size, but then you realize               
that would put more overhead on the computers that have to validate it, so it's               
just a temporary solution. You can't just increase the block size forever each             
time you run out of space.” 

 
Some participants stated that this design is virtually eliminating the possibility of            
blockchain global adoption, since the energy consumption would grow to          
unsustainable levels. Several interviewees acknowledged the fact that there is no           
solution for blockchain scalability and sustainability. Some of them proposed that there            
is enough energy capacity worldwide for just one blockchain to exist globally. On the              
other hand, others compare blockchain energy consumption to that of existing financial            
system, which is much higher. For example, User A pictured a colorful comparison: 
 

“... Bitcoin mining uses way less energy than mining gold out of the ground,              
melting it down and shaping it into bars, and then putting it back underground              
again, not to mention the building of big fancy buildings, the use of energy              
printing and minting all the various fiat currencies, the transportation thereof           
in armored cars by no less than two security guards for each who could              
probably be doing something more productive.“ 

 
Also some of the developers were willing to underrate the issue of energy             
consumption. Developer B said somewhat sarcastically:  
 

“Energy consumption is a furphy, nothing but one guy trying to make a living              
as the Bitcoin Environmental Disaster Guy for media interviews.” 

 
Another developer, Developer C, was of similar opinion to User A, and stated that: 
 

“Energy consumption is a bargain compared to the waste in the central            
banking system.” 

 
Some participants were accepting that energy consumption is an issue to be serious             
about. However, they expressed a positive outlook that solutions currently in           
development will bring a relief to it while not undermining the network security. User              
B said:  
 

“Scalability is going to be better with Segwit and Lightning Network. Energy            
consumption is not [as big of] a problem, as it is securing the network.” 
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Others highlighted the fact that blockchains don’t need to be mainstream in order to be               
useful. For example, the ability to create and maintain trustless and publicly verifiable             
history of transactions can be applied to many use cases on a local scale. Alternatively,               
the scalability and sustainability problem could be battled by decreasing the amount of             
information stored in the main blockchain itself, and offloading the rest to auxiliary             
blockchains, called side chains, and creating software that seamlessly handle this           
architecture without compromising the trust guarantees blockchain provides. One of          
the developers, Developer A, said:  
 

“There only needs to be one blockchain, all cryptocurrencies should exist as            
layers on top of it. Energy consumption is what gives a blockchain its cost to               
attack and trust mechanisms. The planet can afford one blockchain at most.” 

 
Most of the participants agreed that there are sustainability concerns in blockchain            
design that are caused by its security guarantees, which may cause significant            
problems when scaling for mainstream adoption. However, some of them believe that            
the sustainability problem is blown out of proportion, pointing to the levels of energy              
consumption in the existing financial system for a comparison. Others have pointed out             
to the alternative solutions currently in development, that may help overcome this            
problem, or at least make it tolerable. 
 

Theme 5: Cryptocurrency trading vs adoption 

As stated by some participants, the cryptocurrency market was what initially ignited            
their interest in blockchain, and is still the primary cause for new users entering the               
ecosystem. Most participants readily highlighted the poor reputation of cryptocurrency          
exchanges and their lackluster security stance. As a result, many interviewees trading            
cryptocurrencies stated that they actively attempt to limit the amount of funds stored             
on exchanges at any given time, and some participants decided to stop trading             
altogether. For example, User A said:  
 

“Right now it's really hard to name a major exchange that hasn't suffered from              
a heist yet. To mitigate this, I don't hold in exchanges any funds that I don't                
plan to trade in the near future.“ 

 
Another one of the users, User B, stated that: 
 

“Yes, exchange security is definitely a problem. I avoid leaving money on            
exchanges.” 

 
Developer A was rather blunt with his / hers comments by saying: 
 

“Exchanges have no security. Fraud is fraud in any space.” 
 
Only one opposite view was presented by one of the developers, Developer B, who              
said:  
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“Exchange security is adequate. There is a Two Factor Authentication          
everywhere, and Bitfinex has been battle-tested.” 

 
The price of cryptocurrencies is known to be volatile, hence trading them carries             

significant risks. Yet, most of the interview participants did not see the volatility as a               
problem, with several expressing their belief, that it will decrease in the future. One of               
the users, user A, said:  
 

“In my opinion, the price of cryptocurrencies, especially the most popular ones            
like Bitcoin, will eventually stabilize. Until that happens, I think it's actually            
good to have a high volatility ..., since that will lead to lots of news headlines                
that will bring more people to adopt cryptocurrencies and start using them.“ 

 
Similarly, Developer A seemed unconcerned about the volatility, and stated that: 
 

“... not a problem. The world is going to spend decades trying to figure out this                
new financial revolution.” 

 
Other developers expressed similar opinions. Developer B said: 
 

“Volatility is not a problem. The supply curve is as it is.” 
Developer C advised to keep things in perspective and stated that: 
 

“Price volatility is ... expected and normal. People should stop thinking about            
the market week to week.” 

 
All in all, the interviewees’ opinions on how price volatility of Bitcoin and other              
cryptocurrencies affects the blockchain ecosystem, were somewhat surprising. That         
said, the idea that high price volatility is in fact boosting adoption, since the potential               
of making significant profits in short time is luring newcomers, who otherwise would             
not have any exposure to blockchain, seems logical. 
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5. Discussion 

This chapter constitutes a discussion about the core findings and their           
significance for the research study. The discussion of the results is made, preceded by              
its relevance to the research questions. The discussion is based on the themes that              
emerged out of the interviews transcriptions which are related with the aims of the              
research. 
 
Table 5.1 represents the findings relevant to the first research question “What issues do              
end users and developers perceive in the current use of blockchains?”, which sums up              
the further discussion. 
 

Table 5.1. Perception of the issues with the current use of blockchains 
 

What issues do end users and developers perceive in the current use of blockchains? 

1. Trustless design is the biggest advantage of blockchain. 

2. Some blockchain projects tend to break its main advantage by 
re-introducing the need to trust a third party. 

3. It is difficult to understand how blockchain works in the beginning. 

4. Scams are common, but can be avoided by taking caution. 

5. Government regulations can either facilitate or inhibit growth. 

6. Security is adequate if common practices are followed. 

7. Scalability and energy consumption issues are the price for secure 
design. 

8. Exchanges are not trustworthy and should be approached with caution. 

9. Price volatility is good for awareness, and will decrease in the future. 

 
 
What follows is a discussion of findings in relation to each of the identified themes,               
and its relevance to the research questions. 
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Theme 1: Trustless design 

One of the most immediately apparent confirmation of theories found in the            
literature review and described in Chapter 2 is the widespread conviction among the             
interview participants of how important the decentralized, distributed design of          
blockchain is. The ability to eliminate the need for trusting any third party proposed in               
the literature (Boucher et al., 2017) has been confirmed by the interviewees as the core               
principle of blockchain. Both users and developers are aware of the principle            
blockchain is based on, which is the use of cryptography, decentralization, and            
computing power to eliminate the need for a central trust agent. This role is fulfilled by                
blockchain itself. The blockchain’s ability to do so is highly desirable and potentially             
opens up a new class of applications. 
 
There is price to pay however, since blockchain design is based on several tradeoffs. In               
particular, security is paid for with the lack of convenience, and with considerate             
energy consumption caused by mining. The interviewees were aware of those           
compromises and seemed to understand why are they necessary. 
 

Theme 2: Entry barriers 

Some of the participants recalled their first encounter of blockchain and           
referred to the difficulties they experienced trying to understand what blockchain is            
meant to be used for, back when they were starting to learn about and discover the                
technology. This corresponds to another problem area identified in the literature           
(Iantisi and Lakhani, 2017), namely the existence of various entry barriers preventing            
new users from using blockchains and entering the ecosystem. Users expressed their            
hardship in taking first steps in using cryptocurrencies, as well as grasping the concept              
of blockchain. Correspondingly, the understanding of what blockchain is not well           
suited for, is also lacking. In particular, reintroducing centralization and the need of a              
third party trust agent is defeating the purpose of using blockchain in the first place.               
Many centralized databases exist that do a better job, and blockchain based solutions             
simply cannot compete with those, in terms of performance, scalability and           
sustainability. The understanding of this characteristic was more common among the           
developers than users. 
 

Theme 3: Security vs ease of use 

Furthermore, the concerns of centralisation of blockchain networks’ mining         
power brought up by Park (2017) have been raised by some interviewees as well. It is                
worrying that a select, relatively small group of big network peers can indeed have              
unproportionally high level of influence over the network, since it is opening doors to              
various attacks described in Chapter 2, like the 51% attack (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016;              
Park, 2017; Li et al., 2017), or double transaction (Park, 2017; Li et al., 2017). Those                
attacks are harder to execute on bigger, more decentralized networks. Some           
interviewees demonstrated their awareness of this problem, by stating that Bitcoin,           
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which is the network with the highest number of peers, as the most secure and               
trustworthy of blockchains. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, blockchain security consists of several distinct areas of a              
significant concern. According to Park (2017), wallet security is one of them.            
However, this was not reflected in the responses of the interviewees. While one             
interviewee in particular was not confident in his / hers security skills, admitting to              
feeling overwhelmed and, to some extent, scared, most of the participants stated to be              
comfortable with the current state of the art in wallet security, highlighting the need to               
follow standard security practices in order to mitigate risks. While one interviewee            
expressed his / hers worry about mobile wallet security, which is in line with some of                
the findings of Park (2017), in general the rest of the findings by Park and Li et al.                  
(2017) did not find their footing in the users responses, as they seemed to be aware of                 
what private keys are, and of the need to protect them and keep them confidential. It                
has to be noted that this being qualitative research, with a small amount of participants,               
it is not possible to generalize those findings. More likely, they demonstrate the             
relatively high level of technical prowess of the participants, and it could be argued              
that this confirms the fact the blockchain ecosystem is still in the early adopters phase,               
especially since the entry barriers discussed earlier form a significant difficulty for the             
inquisitive, yet less technical users. 
 

Theme 4: Security vs sustainability 

The awareness of scalability and energy consumption issues has been          
confirmed in the interviews. As discussed in Chapter 2, most blockchain designs, in             
particular the ones based on Proof of Work, cannot scale to allow for mainstream              
adoption (Swan, 2017; Wang, 2016; Giungato et al., 2017). This is in fact raising some               
sustainability concerns, since it does not seem wise or desireable to be spending             
electrical energy on doing superficial calculations. That said, several interviewees          
highlighted the fact the energy consumption levels are relatively small compared to the             
existing traditional financial systems. This is a notion present in literature as well             
(Zheng et al., 2017). Also, some of the participants were quick to point out, that               
blockchains do not need to scale to global level in order to be useful, and the ability to                  
eliminate intermediaries is groundbreaking and significant enough to warrant energy          
expenditure of blockchains. Those observations carry some promise for blockchain’s          
future utility in case solving the problem of energy consumption without           
compromising security will turn out not to be feasible. 

 

Theme 5: Cryptocurrency trading vs adoption 

The majority of interviewees expressed their serious concerns about exchange          
security, which is in line with findings of many researchers (Swan, 2017; Park, 2017;              
Folkinshteyn and Lennon, 2016; Yli-Huumo et al., 2016; Iansiti and Lakhani; 2017).            
This seemingly common opinion seems to originate from underwhelming track record           
of security of cryptocurrency exchanges, with several hack scandals, as well as lack of              
financial control over exchanges’ daily operations. The participants seemed universally          
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aware of the existence of various scams and ponzi schemes, a problem highlighted by              
Yli-Huumo et al. (2016), however none of them admitted to be a victim of one. 
 
Somewhat surprisingly, high price volatility of the cryptocurrencies, and the risks           
being direct consequence of it, as described by Al-Saqaf and Seidler (2016), turned out              
not to be a significant concern for the users, nor developers, who see it as a natural                 
outcome of a new and dynamically growing ecosystem. The overall conviction among            
the participants was that the volatility will decrease with time, and that it is actually               
welcome at this early stage, since it attracts attention to the cryptocurrency market, and              
indirectly to the various blockchains behind it. That said, none of the interviewees             
admitted to be actively participating in the market, despite some of them have had              
done so in the past. It can be argued that is a logical outcome of the universally low                  
level of trust in security practices of cryptocurrency exchanges. 
 
The concerns about the lack of standardisation and regulation, raised by Wang (2016),             
and Folkinshteyn and Lennon (2016), have been voiced by the interviewees. Most of             
them agreed that regulations could help prevent illicit use of cryptocurrencies and            
increase the legitimacy. A clear stance of the governments would likely make            
blockchains more attractive to big corporations and financial institutions, helping to           
grow the ecosystem and foster adoption. However, some of the participants have            
expressed their worry about the potential risk of some of the less open and innovative               
governments introducing abusive and destructive regulations, which may have a          
negative effect on blockchains as a technology and cryptocurrencies as digital           
currency. 
 
The numerous issues faced by blockchain users and verified by the respondents            
confirm the findings of Iansiti and Lakhani (2017), who developed a framework for             
blockchain adoption. The researchers have identified four stages (single use,          
localisation, substitution, transformation) and proposed that current blockchain        
applications are belonging to the first two. In order to see the global acceptance of               
blockchains, stage three and stage four applications are needed. They also argued that             
since blockchain is a foundational technology, its adoption is only possible after a             
complex set of issues from a cross section of different areas (governance,            
organisational, societal, technological, etc) is resolved. This is in line with the findings             
from the interviews, where the existence of a complex set of various issues have been               
verified. 
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The developers’ perspective 

The remaining part of this chapter constitutes a discussion about the findings in             
relation to the second research question, and their significance for the research study.             
The discussion is based on the themes that emerged out of the interviews transcriptions              
which are related with the aims of the research. 

 
Overall, there was no significant discord in responses of the users compared to             
responses of the developers. While some users were quite expressive and descriptive            
with their answers, whereas developers’ responses seemed more precise and to the            
point, for the most part, their understanding of the outstanding issues blockchains are             
facing was in line with the view presented by the users. 

 
Table 5.2 represents the findings relevant to the second research question “How do             
developers of blockchain-related software perceive the problems users are facing?”,          
which sums up the further discussion. 

 
Table 5.2. Developer perception of the problems users are facing 

 

How do developers of blockchain-related software perceive the problems  
users are facing? 

1. Users do not understand blockchain is an agent of trust. 

2. Users investing in blockchain do not understand it fully. 

3. Users do not follow common security practices and open themselves 
to risks. 

4. Users cannot be bothered with complicated procedures, yet secure 
design mandates some amount of inconvenience. 

5. Energy consumption of blockchain network is relatively low compared 
to existing financial systems. 

6. Scalability and energy consumption issues are the price for secure 
design. 

7. Exchanges’ security is not adequate. 

8. People pay too much attention to short term price volatility, and not 
enough to long term growth of the entire sector. 

 
 

What follows is a discussion of findings in relation to each of the identified themes,               
and its relevance to the second research question. 
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Theme 1: Trustless design 
The developers seemed more aware of the blockchain tradeoffs, and considered           

them part of the characteristics of this data structure. Their approach was pragmatic.             
They were of opinion that users do not understand that blockchain is an agent of trust.                
This however, has not been confirmed in the interviews, as the end user participants              
demonstrated a reasonable level of understanding of this fact. 
 
Theme 2: Entry barriers 

The developers seemed quite pessimistic about the users’ level of knowledge           
about blockchain, assuming they have to be guided and educated. This has not found a               
reflection in users’ responses, who seemed relatively knowledgeable and interested in           
blockchain and its issues. This may reflect the early stage of adoption blockchains are              
in, since it is common for early adopters to demonstrate above average enthusiasm             
about given technology and additional effort. 
 
Theme 3: Security vs ease of use 

According to the developers, end users do not possess a sufficient           
understanding of common security practices, in effect opening themselves to security           
risks. Some of the developers have expressed an opinion that users cannot be bothered              
with complicated procedures, even if those are necessary to provide sufficient security            
guarantees. This attitude has only been confirmed to some extent during interviews.            
While it is true some end users expressed their disdain for the necessity of complex               
procedures, some accepted them readily as the price to pay for a secure design that is                
decentralized. Similarly, the level of demonstrated knowledge about security was          
higher than what could warrant the developers’ opinion. 
 
Theme 4: Security vs sustainability 

Most participants seemed aware of the Proof of Work consensus algorithm           
used in Bitcoin and most “traditional” blockchains and its limitations. However,           
neither users nor developers demonstrated any interest about a better alternative,           
although several of them are currently being researched and / or tested (Zheng et al.,               
2017). That said, the sustainability concerns are familiar to both groups. Particularly            
developers, but also some users, were of opinion that the energy consumption of             
blockchain networks is significantly lower than that of the existing financial systems. 
 
Theme 5: Cryptocurrency trading vs adoption 

The developers of blockchain-related software were generally aware of the          
issues end users are facing in terms of cryptocurrency trading. Some developers stated             
that users pay too much attention to short term volatility, and not enough attention to               
the long term growth of the entire sector. Most of the participants seemed to agree that                
the high volatility is at the same time a positive and negative occurrence for blockchain               
adoption, and many approach the trading with a great dose of cautiousness. Overall,             
their perspectives are aligned, and further development of the blockchain ecosystem           
gives reasons to hope those issues will be resolved in the future, as the ecosystem               
matures. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Research 

6.1. Conclusions 

This research aimed to verify the issues present in the use of blockchains. In              
particular, the research aimed to verify issues end users and developers are facing,             
namely in the areas of usability, security, scalability and others. 
 
Hence, the study sought to answer the following research questions: 
 

1. What issues do end users and developers perceive in the current use of 
blockchains? 

2. How do developers of blockchain-related software perceive the problems users 
are facing? 

 
In order to achieve the aim of this study and answer the mentioned questions, a               
literature review has been performed to map the up to date landscape of blockchain              
issues the body of knowledge is aware of and construct a theoretical framework to use               
during the research. The review has identified a decent number of issues across many              
areas of interest. 
 
The empirical investigation was based on a qualitative approach. Six semi-structured           
interviews have been conducted during the course of the research. Data gathered have             
been analyzed using the thematic analysis with the “coding, categories and concepts”            
approach described by Lichtman (2009). The following five themes have been           
identified using this method: Trustless design, Entry barriers, Security vs ease of use,             
Security vs sustainability, and, Cryptocurrency trading vs adoption. 
 
The data analysis revealed that, for the most part, users are aware of blockchain issues               
described in the literature and have confirmed them as troublesome and significant.            
They are aware of the blockchain trustless design that is eliminating the need for a               
centralized trust agent, and understand the tradeoffs that are necessary in order to             
achieve it. The overall difficulty in starting using blockchain-based solutions and           
grasping the foundations of blockchain for the first time was also confirmed. 
 
Interestingly enough, contrary to what may have been concluded from the literature            
review, users seemed to understand and accept some of the usability issues - in              
particular the ones being a consequence of secure design of blockchain. Similarly,            
some other issues, like price volatility and fragmentation of blockchains, is considered            
a natural consequence of the early stages of development this technology is currently             
in, and is believed to be a temporary phase that will resolve itself with time, and to                 
some extent is even welcome, since it is generating user interest and aiding publicity. 
 
Finally, the developers’ understanding of blockchain issues end users are currently           
facing seems to be adequate and reasonably aligned with what users identified            
themselves. A notable exception is the level of the technical prowess and blockchain             
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knowledge present among the interviewed users, which was higher than what could be             
expected from the developers’ convictions. The responses of both users and developers            
tend to point towards the general conclusion that some blockchain issues are a direct              
result of its design, and likely will not be resolved. In particular, it seems to be the case                  
with the scalability problem caused by the consensus algorithm needed for blockchain            
security mechanisms to work. Eliminating this problem by replacing the consensus           
algorithm without compromising security or trust-free characteristics of blockchain is          
difficult, and despite many blockchain projects are attempting to do so, Bitcoin is still              
considered the most trustworthy. While it is worth noting that alternative approaches            
are currently being investigated, and hence the scalability problem may be mitigated in             
the end, blockchains can still serve a very useful purpose to organisations and societies              
on a local scale, even today. 
 

6.2. Contribution 

Albeit the outcome of this investigation may seem pessimistic, with numerous           
issues confirmed as still present in blockchains, it was encouraging from the            
developers’ perspective who, as confirmed, seem to be on top of the current situation              
and on track with their development efforts. From the theoretical perspective, the            
research have confirmed most of the issues identified in the literature, regarding high             
entry barriers for users caused in part by usability problems, as well as security,              
privacy, and centralization concerns. Furthermore, it has shed light on the fact that             
users are mostly accepting usability issues with blockchain based products, and           
understand that they come from the security principles incorporated in blockchain           
design.  

 
From the practical perspective, the outcome of this work suggest the developers should             
consider that blockchain users are reasonably knowledgeable and tech savvy, in           
contrary to what developers’ responses seem to suggest. 
 
Additionally, the findings related to sustainability suggest that global adoption of           
blockchain in its current form may not be possible, as it would require a great amount                
of energy consumption just to operate the network. It also suggests that blockchains do              
not have to experience mainstream adoption in order to put a significant impact on              
various sectors across the global economy, thanks benefits they bring to niche            
applications, for example in logistics. The alternative solutions for the sustainability           
problem are also currently in development, focusing on replacing the Proof of Work             
algorithm with a more sustainable one, albeit the findings suggest the users are not              
particularly aware of those efforts. 
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6.3. Future Research 

This study was involved with identifying the issues hindering blockchain          
adoption, in particular within the areas of usability and security. More research of             
issues related to other areas is needed to provide a better overall understanding of the               
practical limitations. Additionally, the high pace of development and changes within           
the constantly evolving blockchain ecosystem means new solutions may soon be           
introduced that will need to be investigated as well. 
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A. Appendices 

A.1. Interview participant application form 

1. How would you describe your relation to blockchain technology? 
● I'm using cryptocurrencies to pay for goods and services 
● I'm trading / holding cryptocurrencies 
● I'm creating content about blockchain (YouTube / blog / website / podcast) 
● I'm teaching about blockchain (YouTube / courses / conferences / workshops) 
● I'm a developer involved in one of the blockchain platforms / cryptocurrencies 
● I'm involved in development of product(s) or service(s) related to blockchain 
● I'm developing smart contracts / decentralized applications 
● I'm studying blockchain and plan to be involved professionally in the future 

 
2. When was the first time you used any blockchain related product or service? 
● I'm just starting 
● Less than 2 years ago 
● 2-5 years ago 
● More than 5 years ago 
● I never used any 

 

A.2. Interview guide 

1. Describe is your first experience with blockchain technology. How did you get 
started? 

2. How are you using blockchain technology today? What are the most interesting 
applications of blockchain technology in your opinion? 

3. Will blockchain be a widespread technology in the future? Why (or why not)? 
What are the biggest advantages of blockchain technology in your opinion, 
compared to more traditional technologies? 

4. What were the biggest obstacles you had to overcome to get started? What are 
the biggest problems with blockchain in your opinion? 

5. What do you think about blockchain security? Do you think it is secure? If not, 
what are the main security concerns from your perspective? 

6. What do you think about blockchain decentralisation? Is it well decentralized? 
What are your thoughts about the lack of government regulation of blockchain? 

10. Which blockchain wallets have you used or are using? What would you say 
about their ease of use? What do you think of their user interface? 

11. Are you concerned about wallet security? What do you think about security of 
wallet(s) you used? 

12. What do you do to keep your private keys secure? Are you concerned about 
their security? If so, do you think it’s easy to keep them secure? 
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13. Are you concerned about your wallets being hacked and funds stolen? If so, 
what do you do to prevent this from happening?  

14. Have you used (or are using) mobile wallets (on your smartphone)? What do 
you think about their ease of use? 

15. Have you used (or are using) cold wallets (on your smartphone)? What do you 
think about their ease of use? 

16. Do you update your wallet(s) software? Is it convenient to do? 
17. Do you think software bugs are or are not a problem in blockchain software? 

Are you concerned about bugs affecting your funds? What do you do to 
minimise this risk? 

18. Have you ever lost funds? Are you afraid of losing funds? What do you do to 
prevent it? 

19. What do you think of blockchain forks? Do you think it’s good or bad for 
blockchains? 

20. What do you think about blockchain fragmentation? Is there too many 
blockchains? Do you find it confusing or overwhelming? 

21. Have you been trading on exchanges? What do you think of their security? Are 
you concerned about it? 

22. Have you been a victim of blockchain scams, ponzi scheme or similar? Do you 
think that blockchain-related scams should be a concern and why? 

23. What do you think about anonymity of blockchain users? How important is it 
to protect user privacy? 

24. What do you think about price volatility of cryptocurrencies? Is it a problem? 
Why? 

25. What do you think about blockchain scalability and energy consumption? 
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A.3. Consent form 
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A.4. Coding 

Interviewee 1 (user) 
1. technically inclined 
2. blockchain transactions are fast 
3. blockchain transactions are cheap 
4. blockchain gives freedom to transact without third party 
5. using for payments 
6. using for trading 
7. blockchain is transparent 
8. blockchain does not require trust in third party 
9. blockchain is decentralized 
10. difficult to understand theory / how it works 
11. performed effort to learn how blockchain works 
12. many service providers break the trust-free principle of blockchain 
13. wallets are intuitive 
14. wallets have many features 
15. using mobile wallets 
16. never used hardware wallets 
17. updating wallet software 
18. updates are easy 
19. never lost funds 
20. wallet security is important 
21. wallet developer reputation is important 
22. using open source wallets 
23. wallet security is adequate 
24. exchange security is not adequate 
25. not holding funds on exchanges 
26. not trading in near future 
27. not a victim of scams 
28. scams are dangerous for inexperienced people 
29. not concerned about private keys 
30. using strong passwords 
31. following common security practices 
32. not concerned about getting hacked 
33. not having much funds to be concerned 
34. making backups of wallet 
35. initially concerned about keeping bigger funds on wallets 
36. concerned about anonymity 
37. anonymity cannot compromise verifiability 
38. volatility will decrease 
39. volatility is good for awareness 
40. too many cryptocurrencies 
41. centralised blockchains are useless 
42. fragmentation confusing for new users 
43. soft forks are good (community agree on change) 
44. hard forks create chaos 
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45. hard forks should be emergency 
46. bitcoin most decentralized 
47. cryptocurrencies should be regulated 
48. politicians are not well informed 
49. unnecessary restrictions can slow down growth 
50. no good solution for scalability 
51. bitcoin has best scalability 
52. energy consumption lower than in traditional finance 

 
Interviewee 2 (developer) 

1. technically inclined 
2. developing smart contracts 
3. some blockchains are breaking trust-less principle 
4. lack of knowledge is a problem 
5. blockchain centralisation is a problem 
6. many service providers break the trust-free principle of blockchain 
7. wallets are intuitive 
8. using mobile wallets 
9. difficulty to use hardware wallets is part of security 
10. updating wallet software 
11. updates are easy 
12. wallet bugs not a problem 
13. manually checking transactions 
14. security comes from people 
15. exchange security is not adequate 
16. victim of scam 
17. fraud is not blockchain specific 
18. multi signature for keys security 
19. security is a trade off against convenience 
20. not concerned about getting hacked 
21. everyone should sign transactions offline 
22. lost funds 
23. wallet security is adequate 
24. anonymity is important 
25. volatility is not a problem 
26. volatility will decrease 
27. too many blockchains 
28. one blockchain should exist 
29. forks are scams 
30. bitcoin most decentralized 
31. energy consumption required for security 
32. the planet can afford only one blockchain 
33. evading abusive government regulations 
34. peer to peer markets for insurance 
35. trust is the biggest advantage of blockchain 

 
Interviewee 3 (technical user) 

1. technically inclined 
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2. smart contracts are promising use case 
3. asset management is promising use case 
4. scalability is a problem 
5. adoption is a problem 
6. wallets are intuitive 
7. using mobile wallets 
8. concerned about mobile wallet security 
9. used hardware wallets 
10. updating wallet software 
11. updates are annoying 
12. wallet bugs not a problem 
13. safety nets 
14. open source would be better 
15. wallet security is important 
16. wallet developer reputation is important 
17. wallet security is adequate 
18. exchange security is not adequate 
19. not holding funds on exchanges 
20. not a victim of scams 
21. not concerned about private keys 
22. not concerned about getting hacked 
23. anonymity is important 
24. volatility is not a problem 
25. volatility will decrease 
26. volatility is annoying short term 
27. too many blockchains 
28. some forks are good 
29. mining is getting centralised 
30. popular services are increasing centralisation 
31. scalability is improving 
32. energy consumption required for security 
33. energy consumption not a problem 
34. trust is the biggest advantage of blockchain 

 
Interviewee 4 (developer) 

1. technically inclined 
2. developing smart contracts 
3. wallets are intuitive 
4. using mobile wallets 
5. updating wallet software 
6. updates are problematic 
7. wallet bugs not a problem 
8. using hardware wallets 
9. security comes from people 
10. exchange security is better than banks 
11. not victim of scam 
12. lack of knowledge is a problem 
13. security is a trade off against convenience 
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14. not concerned about getting hacked 
15. wallet security is adequate 
16. anonymity is not important 
17. audibility is important 
18. blockchain is not anonymous 
19. volatility is not a problem 
20. there is not too many blockchains 
21. forks are irrelevant 
22. bitcoin is ahead of other blockchains 
23. governments should not regulate blockchain 
24. energy consumption is irrelevant 

 
Interviewee 5 (developer) 

1. technically inclined 
2. develops blockchain related tools 
3. getting started was frustrating 
4. mostly using Bitcoin 
5. blockchain is a data structure and fulfills its role 
6. people are overusing blockchain 
7. using hardware wallets 
8. using mobile wallets 
9. wallets are intuitive 
10. updating wallet software 
11. updates are inconvenient 
12. convenience and security are opposites 
13. wallet security is important 
14. bugs are not affecting security 
15. security comes from people 
16. exchange security is varied 
17. holding funds on exchanges 
18. exchanges should be approached carefully 
19. not a victim of scams 
20. scams are dangerous for inexperienced people 
21. lack of knowledge is a problem 
22. concerned about private keys 
23. following common security practices 
24. not concerned about getting hacked 
25. blockchains are not anonymous 
26. wish Bitcoin had anonymity features 
27. not concerned about volatility 
28. there is not too many blockchains 
29. fragmentation is not confusing 
30. forks are unnecessary 
31. bitcoin is well decentralized 
32. deserialization is crucial 
33. governments should not regulate blockchains 
34. math is more trustworthy than politicians 
35. no good solution for scalability 
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36. energy consumption lower than in traditional finance 
37. Bitcoin the is tool for freedom 

 
Interviewee 6 (user) 

1. started with trading 
2. versatility of blockchain is impressive 
3. not trusting mobile wallets 
4. not understanding mobile security 
5. used hardware wallets 
6. blockchain gives freedom to transact without third party 
7. using for payments 
8. using for trading 
9. difficult to understand theory / how it works 
10. updating wallet software 
11. updates are problematic 
12. afraid of physical theft 
13. not understanding security 
14. concerned about exchanges credibility 
15. not a victim of scams 
16. not concerned about scams 
17. not concerned about private keys 
18. concerned about anonymity 
19. volatility is good for awareness 
20. forks are free money 
21. not concerned about scalability 
22. not concerned about energy consumption 
23. governments should not regulate cryptocurrencies 

 

A.5. Categories 

1. Advantages of blockchain 
2. Knowledge of how blockchain works 
3. Wallet ease of use 
4. Wallet security 
5. Exchange security 
6. Fraud 
7. Fragmentation & forks 
8. Price volatility 
9. Sustainability 
10. Regulations 
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